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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Legitimate credentials are the key elements behind successful cyber-attacks. Adversaries steal credentials for
multiple reasons, sell them on the dark web, access computer systems, and maintain persistence. According
to Verizon’s 2021 Data Breach Investigation Report (DBIR), 61% of all breaches involved credentials. The stolen
credentials allow the creation of more accounts and target the organization-wide compromise.

INTRODUCTION
Adversaries can leverage open-source credential dumping tools, such as Mimikatz and LaZagne, that are readily available
to obtain credentials from various sources (databases, memory, web browsers, etc.). These tools help an adversary
discover credentials in the form of a hash or a clear-text password. Once adversaries acquire credentials, they can move
laterally and access restricted information.
This whitepaper focuses on understanding how adversaries can dump credentials using advanced tools and techniques
and how Attivo Networks solutions can help build a strong defense against credential theft. This document also captures
credential access techniques mapped to MITRE ATT&CK using Red Canary’s Atomic Red Team tool, an open-source
testing framework.

WHY DO ADVERSARIES RUN BEHIND CREDENTIALS?
Adversaries need credentials to accomplish their
goals. Using legitimate credentials, an adversary
would gain access to the organization’s valuable
data and every internal system. Holding the
proper credentials, adversaries can either sell to
underground cybercrime markets or compromise
internal systems. According to Verizon’s 2021
DBIR report, financially motivated attacks
continue to be the most common in breaches.
Stolen credentials are a profitable business for
cybercriminals. Here are the top five reasons why
adversaries go after credentials.
1. Sell credentials to other cybercriminals - There are specific underground markets and forums hidden on
the dark web where someone can sell or buy credentials. According to Forbes research, more than 15 billion
stolen account logins (including credentials, usernames, and password pairs) are circulating on the dark web
and other black marketplaces.
2. Identity theft - Through an Account Takeover (ATO), cybercriminals gain unauthorized access to the victim’s
online account, such as bank account, an email address, or social media profile.
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3. Damaging brand and reputation - Financially motivated cyber criminals try to harm the company’s image.
4. Blackmail - Threatening victim with compromised credentials and demands for ransom.
5. Nation-state attacks - Adversaries increasingly target a large customer base via the cloud and managed
service providers. Most start with credential theft, stealing credentials or access keys via phishing attacks
and deploying malware that picks up usernames and passwords.

WHERE DO CREDENTIALS GET STORED?
The target endpoint stores different types of credentials in use, such as login passwords, secret tokens, session
cookies, private keys, digital certificates, etc., in several places. Specific applications also store login passwords to
make it easier for users to manage and maintain. Once adversaries acquire these credentials, they can use them to
access critical data, elevate privileges, and perform lateral movement across the victim’s network.
Adversaries look for the common password storage locations (such as Windows Credential Manager, Credentials from
Web Browser, etc.) and can obtain credentials

COMMON CREDENTIAL STORES:
•

•

•

•
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File System on disk. These will persist across reboots.
•

Can be clear text or encrypted

•

Some applications are located in databases and stored as files.

Windows Registry
•

OS and Applications save user and system specific data in Registry.

•

Applications save credentials in Windows Registry.

Vaults
•

Operating Systems or third-party applications provide vaults.

•

Examples: Windows Credential Manager Vault, KeePass.

Memory
•

Credentials get loaded into memory as clear-text passwords or hashes.

•

Generated Tokens (Kerberos) after authentication also are saved in memory.

•

These are not persisted in the File System and will be lost after reboot. Some
expire after a period.
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HOW TO PROTECT FROM CREDENTIAL THEFT?
The Attivo Networks offers comprehensive credential protection to stop credential theft early in the attack cycle and
conceal credentials from untrusted applications.
Cloaking credentials - The Endpoint Detection Net (EDN) ThreatStrike component
allows organizations to hide real credentials from adversaries
and their tools.
Bind credentials to applications - The EDN Credential Protection solution can
prevent unauthorized access by binding credentials to critical applications across
the network. The solution supports over 80+ applications and allows only the
legitimate application(s) to access its saved credentials. For example, Chrome
browser credentials are accessed only by chrome.exe/chrome64.exe.
Deceptive Artifacts - The solution deploys decoy artifacts in the form of deceptive
credentials, accounts, files, etc. Adversaries will steal these decoy artifacts from an
endpoint, leading them to the decoys for engagement.
The following table illustrates the comprehensive coverage of different applications.

Sl.No.
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Application Coverage

1

VPN Clients (Palo Alto, Fortinet, Pulse Secure, etc.)

2

Messaging Applications (WebEx, Zoom, Slack, MS Teams, etc.)

3

Windows Credentials (LSASS, LSA Registry Hive, PTT, etc.)

4

Database Clients (MySQL Workbench, Squirrel SQL, etc.)

5

Remote Admin Tools (RDP, SSH, TeamViewer, VNC, etc.)

6

Windows Credential Vault (Box Sync, MS OneDrive, etc.)

7

Cloud Applications ( Azure, AWS, Google Cloud, etc.)

8

Browser ( IE, Google Chrome, Mozilla, Opera, etc.)

9

Source Code ( Git, Apache Maven, TortoiseSVN, etc.)

10

Memory Dump Tools (Block Rekall, Block Mimikatz, and Block DumpIT)

11

Browser Cookies (Google Chrome, Chromium, and Microsoft Edge)

12

Web Servers (IIS Central Cert Provider and IIS Application Pool)

13

Email Clients ( Outlook, Windows Mail, Thunderbird, etc.)

14

KeePass

15

Composer
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HOW DO ADVERSARIES STEAL CREDENTIALS?
Adversaries often rely on various techniques to crack user credentials easily and break into a system.
Phishing is the most efficient technique where adversaries create illegitimate emails and websites. They embedded
these malicious website links in emails and sent them to the targeted users to provide their usernames and passwords.
In many cases, phishing leads to a ransomware attack when the user mistakenly downloads an attachment or clicks on a
malicious link that downloads and executes malware onto the system.
Brute Force is a trial-and-error technique that adversaries use to discover valid user credentials by guessing every
possible combination of characters until they find the correct combination.
Once an adversary compromises an endpoint through phishing, they can obtain a username and password using
credential dumping or brute-force techniques. They then use these credentials to access restricted information, move
laterally, and install other malware. The following section discusses how adversaries can leverage tools to accomplish
their desired results.

TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES
Adversaries often rely on various techniques to crack user credentials easily and break into a system.
The Red Canary’s Atomic Red Team tool is an open-source library of tests that can simulate various types of credentialbased attacks. This section describes how an adversary can steal credentials using the Atomic tool and how Attivo
Networks solutions detect and protect against credential-based attacks.

1.

T1552.001 Credentials In Files

Adversaries may search local file systems and remote file shares for files containing insecurely stored credentials
from the victim’s endpoint. Users can create these files to store their credentials, shared credential stores for a
group of individuals, configuration files containing passwords for a system or service, or source code/binary files
containing embedded passwords. For example, an adversary can extract passwords using the below “findstr”
PowerShell commands.
Adversaries may search local file systems and remote file shares for files containing insecurely stored credentials
from the victim’s endpoint. Users can create these files to store their credentials, shared credential stores for a
group of individuals, configuration files containing passwords for a system or service, or source code/binary files
containing embedded passwords. For example, an adversary can extract passwords using the below “findstr”
PowerShell commands.
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2.

T1555 Credentials from Password Stores

Adversaries may search for common password storage locations to obtain user credentials. Endpoints store passwords
in several places, depending on the operating system or application holding the credentials. There are also specific
applications that store passwords to make it easier for users to manage and maintain.
2a. Dump credentials from Windows Credential Manager With PowerShell [windows Credentials]

2b. Dump credentials from Windows Credential Manager With PowerShell [web Credentials]
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3.

T1555.003 Credentials from Web Browsers

Adversaries may acquire credentials from web browsers by reading files specific to the target browser. Web browsers
commonly save credentials such as website usernames and passwords so that users do not need to enter them
manually in the future. Web browsers typically store the credentials in an encrypted format within a credential store;
however, methods exist to extract plaintext credentials from web browsers.
3a. Run Chrome-password Collector [windows]
Adversaries may download and stage the modified SysInternals suite, then execute the Chrome-password collector,
renamed accesschk.exe, from #{file_path} as shown below.

3b. LaZagne - Credentials from Browser [windows]
LaZagne is an open-source application adversaries use to retrieve many passwords stored on a victim’s local computer.
Each software stores its passwords using different techniques (plaintext, APIs, custom algorithms, databases, etc.).
The Attivo Network’s credential protection function can detect and protect against an adversary using LaZagne, as
shown below.
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4.

T1552.002 Credentials in Registry

Adversaries may search the Registry on compromised systems for insecurely stored credentials and passwords.
Sometimes these credentials are used for automatic logons.
4a. Enumeration for Credentials in Registry
An adversary can query to enumerate credentials in the Registry. For example, the commands below can find Registry
keys related to password information. Upon execution, they display any registry key containing the word “password”.
•
•

reg query HKLM /f password /t REG_SZ /s
reg query HKCU /f password /t REG_SZ /s

4a. Enumeration for Credentials in Registry

5.

T1003.001 LSASS Memory

Adversaries may attempt to access credential material stored in the Local Security Authority Subsystem Service
(LSASS). After a user logs on, the system generates and stores various credential materials in LSASS process memory.
An administrative user or SYSTEM can harvest these credential materials and use them to conduct Lateral Movement
using Use Alternate Authentication Material.
In the case of in-memory techniques, the attacker can dump LSASS process memory from the target host and analyze
it on a local system. For example, an adversary may use the “procdump -ma lsass.exe lsass_dump” on the target
endpoint and run below Mimikatz commands locally:
•

sekurlsa::Minidump lsassdump.dmp

•

sekurlsa::logonPasswords
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5a. Dump LSASS.exe Memory using ProcDump

5b. Dump LSASS.exe Memory using direct system calls and API unhooking

5c. Offline Credential Theft With Mimikatz mp LSASS.exe Memory using direct system calls and API unhooking
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5d. LSASS read with pypykatz
Attack Commands: “pypykatz live lsa”

6.

T1003 OS Credential Dumping

Adversaries may attempt to dump credentials to obtain account login and credential material from the operating system
and software, generally in a hash or a clear-text password. An adversary can use these credentials to perform Lateral
Movement and access restricted information.
6a. Gsecdump
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7.

T1003.002 Security Account Manager

Adversaries may attempt to extract credential material from the Security Account Manager (SAM) database through inmemory techniques or the Windows Registry where the SAM database is stored. The SAM is a database file that contains
local accounts for the host, typically found with the net user command. Enumerating the SAM database requires SYSTEM
level access.
7a. Registry dump of SAM, creds, and secrets
Adversaries can enumerate local SAM (SAM & System), cached credentials (System & Security), and LSA secrets
(System & Security) via three registry keys.
•

reg save HKLM\sam %temp%\sam

•

reg save HKLM\system %temp%\system

•

reg save HKLM\security %temp%\security

When the system has credential protection enabled, adversaries running the above commands get denied, and the
system displays “ERROR: Access is denied”.
7b. esentutl.exe SAM copy

8.

T1560 Archive Collected Data

Adversaries may compress and encrypt data before exfiltration. An adversary can use a utility, 3rd party library, or custom
method to perform compression and encryption.
8a. Compress Data for Exfiltration With PowerShell [windows]
An adversary may compress data such as password files and other sensitive collected before exfiltration.
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9.

T1560.001 Archive via Utility

An adversary may compress or encrypt data collected before exfiltration using 3rd party utilities. Many utilities can
archive data, including 7-Zip, WinRAR, and WinZip. Most utilities include functionality to encrypt and compress data.
9a. Compress Data for Exfiltration With Rar
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10.

T1003.006 DCSync

Adversaries can use Mimikatz’s DCSync function and the appropriate domain replication rights to pull NTLM hashes from
the Active Directory database. An adversary with a valid KRBTGT account hash can create a forged Golden ticket using
an Open-source tool like Mimikatz. Adversaries can obtain the Security IDentifier (SID) of the KRBTGT account and NTLM
hash using the “lsadump::dcsync /user:attivo1\krbtgt” command.

11.

T1558.001 Golden Ticket

A Golden Ticket is a forged Kerberos Ticket-Granting Tickets (TGT) that enables attackers to generate Ticket Granting
Service (TGS) tickets for an account in Active Directory and gain unrestricted access to the target resources.
11a. Crafting Active Directory golden tickets with Mimikatz [windows]
Attackers can use these hashes to create a Golden Ticket and potentially run a Pass the Ticket (PTT) attack to move
laterally within an organization’s AD environment.
“kerberos::golden /user:poctest /domain:attivo1.local /sid:<ID> /krbtgt:<TICKET> /ptt”
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12.

T1550.002 Pass the Hash

Adversaries may “pass the hash” using stolen password hashes to move laterally within an environment, bypassing
normal system access controls. Pass the hash (PtH) is a method of authenticating a user without accessing the user’s
clear-text password. This method avoids standard authentication steps requiring a clear-text password, moving directly
into the authentication portion that uses the password hash.
When performing PtH, adversaries capture valid password hashes for the account using a Credential Access technique.
Captured hashes are used with PtH to authenticate as that user. Once authenticated, PtH performs actions on local or
remote systems.
12a. Mimikatz Pass the Hash [windows]
Adversary may use the following attack command using Mimikatz.
#{mimikatz_path} “sekurlsa::pth /user:#{user_name} /domain:#{domain} /ntlm:#{ntlm}”
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12b. crackmapexec Pass the Hash
The CrackMapExec (CME) targets Active Directory user accounts to conduct lateral movement. The CME can brute
force passwords for a specified user on a single target system or across an entire network. The following examples
show how adversaries use CME to brute force credential authentication by using a supplied list of usernames and a
single password.
Examples:
1. crackmapexec 10.0.100.0/24 -u ‘admin’ -p ‘P@s$w0Rd’
2. crackmapexec <protocol> <target(s)> -u username1 username2 -p password1
3. crackmapexec <protocol> <target(s)> -u ~/file_usernames -p ~/file_passwords

13.

T1550.003 Pass the Ticket

Adversaries may “pass the ticket” using stolen Kerberos tickets to move laterally within an environment, bypassing
normal system access controls. Pass the ticket (PTT) is a method of authenticating to a system using Kerberos
tickets without having access to an account’s password. An adversary can use Kerberos authentication as the first
step to lateral movement to a remote system.
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13a. Mimikatz Kerberos Ticket Attack

14.

T1222.001 Windows File and Directory Permissions Modification

Adversaries may modify file or directory permissions/attributes to evade access control lists (ACLs) and access
protected files such as password files. Windows implements file and directory ACLs as Discretionary Access Control
Lists (DACLs). Like a standard ACL, DACLs identify the accounts allowed or denied access to a securable object.
Adversaries can interact with the DACLs using built-in Windows commands, such as icacls, cacls, takeown, and attrib,
granting adversaries higher permissions on specific files and folders.
14a. Take ownership using takeown utility
Modifies the filesystem permissions of the specified file or folder to take ownership of the object. Adversaries can
run the attack command “takeown.exe /f #{file_folder_to_own} /r”. Defenders enabling Attivo Networks credentials
protection feature can deny the access.
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14b. cacls - Grant permission to the specified user or group recursively
Adversaries attempt to modify the filesystem permissions of the specified folder and contents to allow the specified
user or group Full Control. Defenders enabling Attivo Networks credentials protection feature can deny the operation.

14c. attrib - Remove the read-only attribute
Removes the read-only attribute from a file or folder using the attrib.exe command. Adversary may use the “attrib.exe
-r #{file_or_folder}\*.* /s” attack command.
14d. attrib - hide file
Adversaries leverage an existing Windows binary, attrib.exe, to mark specific files or folders as hidden by using
specific flags so that the victim does not see the file.

15.

T1557 Man-in-the-Middle

Adversaries can abuse features of standard networking protocols such as ARP, DNS, LLMNR, etc., to determine
network traffic flow. Adversaries may intercept communication between the systems and force an endpoint to
communicate through a controlled approach to collect information or perform additional actions.
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16.

T1558 Steal or Forge Kerberos Tickets

Adversaries may attempt to subvert Kerberos authentication by stealing or forging Kerberos tickets to enable Pass
the Ticket. An adversary can run the Mimikatz command “Kerberos::list” to list and analyze cached Kerberos tickets.

17.

T1558.003 Kerberoasting

Kerberoasting technique is an effective method for extracting service account credentials from Active Directory as a
regular user without sending any packets to the target system. An adversary may use the Rubeus tool for credential
access and enable lateral movement.

CONCLUSION
Credentials make an easy way for an adversary to achieve their desired results. Protecting them is extremely
important for securing an organization’s infrastructure and safeguarding its crown jewels.
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